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THINK DIFFERENT

"Older people sit down
and ask, 'What is it?' but

the boy asks, 'What can I
do with it?'."

S T E V E  J O B S

"Here’s to the crazy ones,

the misfits, the rebels, the

troublemakers, the round

pegs in the square holes . . . 

 

The ones who see things

differently — they’re not

fond of rules . . . 

 

You can quote them,

disagree with them, glorify

or vilify them, but the only

thing you can’t do is ignore

them because they change

things . . . 

 

They push the human race

forward, and while some

may see them as the crazy

ones, we see genius,

because the ones who are

crazy enough to think that

they can change the world,

are the ones who do."

- S T E V E  J O B S ,  1 9 9 7

CREATIVITY AT WORK

This week, after I "play" with the kids, I am

spending my free time reading a

biography on Steve Jobs, and I can't help

but be inspired by his perspective on the

world.  "Think Different" is a natural state

of being for most kids, and this week, we

are indulging our different ways of

thinking. Today, we tried to create cars,

rockets, and other things that "go." We

also invented games to keep people

active, even if they are stuck inside.  When

I asked a few of the kids "WHAT" their

game or invention "WAS," the response

was always a description of what their

invention "DID" or what I should "DO" with

the invention.

 

What else can we do if we allow ourselves

to "Think Different"?  



Like most inventions , ketchup , possibly

named after a fermented Chinese sauce

called Cat Sup , was likely invented to solve
a problem -- preserving the harvest

beyond the season. 
  

Early iterations contained preservatives

and dangerous toxins , bacteria , and mold ,

but in 1876 , John Henry Heinz , discovered a

way to make ketchup that lasted much

longer by using ripe , red tomatoes , which

contained the natural preservative , pectin ,

and he added a lot more vinegar!

HOMEMADE KETCHUP W/ FRIES

Today , we adapted to the interests of

Giancarlo , who is a master at solving the

Rubik 's Cube. We learned that the cube

was originally invented by a professor as a

tool to help his students learn a concept ,

and that there are over 43 quintillion

different cube combinations!  Then we

made an infinity cube , which was pretty

cool .
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GET MOVING GAME

RUBIK'S CUBES, ROCKETS, AND CARS

Today , we ended up with a variety of

games , including marble runs , bowling , ball

n ' cup toss , mini-miniature golf w/ a

marble , an ultimate arcade game , mini-

lacross-ish marble in the hole/baggie game ,

ping-pong velcro catapult launch , and

more!  

For our afternoon project , we tried to

figure out how to launch a rocket and

make a car roll , using very minimal

materials . We may pick this project back

up tomorrow.

The games were a lot of fun , but making

them was the best part . Several ideas

didn 't work out very well , but the kids

adapted and stayed in good spirits. I hope

you can play the games at home!

 

Challenge :  Invent a game for 2 or

more people that "gets you going." 

https://ds-assets.pbskids.org/diy/robowheel-english_2.pdf

